Increase DCD donation rates, improve
recipient outcomes, and optimize
resource utilization.

Artiﬁcial Intelligence -powered clinical decision support system
to increase DCD donation rate, reduce warm/cold ischemic
time, and transplant costs.
Organnect.ai SM DCD can increase the rate of organ donation by predicting both the probability of death, and the

time of death after withdrawal of life-sustaining measures. This results in a higher rate of successful donation, and
more efﬁcient resource planning in transplantation.

Predicting the patient’s mortality is a challenging task. The patient’s condition is a result of a complex interaction

among medical history, care, and other numerous other factors. The tremendous scope and range of the relevant
variables makes interpretation too sophisticated for the human brain. Organnect.ai SM DCD uses deep learning

techniques to utilize this data and accurately predict the probability and time of death of each potential donor,

providing enough time to the transplant team for matching process and recipient selection. These predictions are
interpretable and provided alongside statistical insights presenting their accuracy. Organnect.ai SM DCD has the
option to be tailored to match your clinical process and requirements.
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SMART MATCH

Reduce the need for immunosuppression and
chance of rejection, increase organ longevity,
and optimize organ resource utilization.

Artiﬁcial Intelligence -powered decision support system to optimize
transplant matchmaking, and graft functionality/survival.
The demand and supply gap for organ transplantation continues to grow. Based on 2020 data, only 83% and 90% of
deceased and living donor grafts survived over 5 years, which is not different from 2011 ﬁgures. Providing better survival
for transplanted organs could intensely improve the present gap.
In addition to supporting healthcare professionals, Organnect.ai SM SMART MATCH aims to assist patients with chronic
organ disease during all stages of the illness. This support starts from the day their disease is diagnosed by predicting
the course and if/when they would need organ replacement therapy.
Organnect.ai SM SMART MATCH is able to estimate the chance of a successful transplant for any donor-recipient pair,
provide customized predictions for each pair, and can also predict the time and cause of potential graft failure after
the organ is transplanted.
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